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Our circle has pursued activities with tenacity while adding new technical members based on its motto
of “Valuing every customer, valuing every work process, and practicing heartfelt hospitality” and its
policy of “Following through on every task based on the ‘three reals’ philosophy (real places, real
parts, and reality), investigating issues more thoroughly, and conducting activities that inspire
satisfaction on the part of the next process.” In selecting our theme, we narrowed down the candidates
to those issues that inconvenienced the next process from the standpoint of our circle’s motto of
“practicing heartfelt hospitality” and conducted a detailed investigation of the need for extensive
checks for adhesive shrinkage defects in grip sub-assemblies. As a result, we found that (1) the next
process spends 30 minutes of overtime work dealing with defects and (2) the high defect rate of 47%
was causing workers to make manual fixes on a daily basis. Accordingly, we chose reducing grip
adhesive shrinkage defects as our theme and reducing the amount of time spent checking for defects in
the next process as our sub-theme. More specifically, we established goals of lowering the defect rate
from 47% to 0% and lowering the defect inspection time from 30 minutes to 0 minutes. Our reasoning
was that even a single defect inconveniences the next process. A series of efforts to analyze causes,
verify findings, and implement corrective measures led us to conclude that there were three major
causes of the defects. First, different workers were using different methods to wipe up adhesive.
Second, different workers were applying different amounts of adhesive. Third, the adhesive being used
had low viscosity. We decided to take action to address these three causes. To address the first cause,
we quantified the amount of force to be used in wiping up adhesive. To address the second cause, we
quantified the amount of adhesive to be applied. To address the third cause, we changed the adhesive
being used. These three measures allowed us to achieve our goal of reducing the defect rate to 0% and
the defect inspection time to 0 minutes. Secondarily, they also yielded annual savings of ¥1.06 million.
We incorporated the measures into standards and work guidelines to prevent any recurrence of the
issue in the future. Through this activity, we were able to delve deeply into the problem by involving
technical members, and we were able to extend heartfelt hospitality to workers in the next process by
following through on our task.
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